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A joint materials project between SMRC and TX State to develop self-sealing fasteners is presented. The project was sponsored by NAVAIR. The recently patented technology is expected to solve some long standing problems in the aerospace industry. Fastener installation currently includes painting sealant on the fastener by hand one at a time, and re-mixing sealant every 10 fasteners. Realizing that modern aircraft have between 6 – 40 million fasteners each depending on size, the labor/time costs are significant. QwikSeal™ fasteners have sealant pre-installed, can be loaded into automatic riveting systems, and reduce the environmental footprint from over-application by depositing the same amount every time, also reducing aircraft weight.

A project to determine, to high accuracy, the distance traveled by a train using microwave and infrared sensors is presented. The project was sponsored by the Federal Railroad Administration, a department within DOT. The patented operational concept involves sensing track features such as rail ties and tie plates with down-looking sensors pairs aligned along the track length. As a feature is passed both sensors detect it, but separated in time with a small delay dependent on train speed. Correlation processing determines the time delay, which is used to compute a series of velocity estimates – one from each feature. These estimates are then integrated over time to obtain distance traveled. The noise environment in a real train/track scenario is significant, and filtering is important to achieving a high signal to noise ratio (SNR). Filter settings are speed dependent, and a tracking filter scheme is proposed to optimize SNR.
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All the things you thought would be easy about starting a small business usually turn out to be hard, and conversely! Presentation is focused on business start-up, and includes discussions on: Preparatory steps; Are you ready?; Easy stuff/hard stuff; Legal issues, Conflicts of interest; Registration/articles of incorporation; Corporate registration sources; Intellectual property (briefly); Tasks to complete in the first 10 days after incorporation; More early tasks; Early business moves; and Summary/advice. The nuts and bolts of starting a business in R&D and/or innovative product development are treated, along with anecdotal examples of what and what not to do.